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Abstract - 
Experiments were conducted on a half-model transport airplane 

a t  low speeds in order to obtain a better understanding of the three- 
dimensional flow fields associated with the wing of a modern trans- 
port. The collected data includes force and moment measurements 
and complete total pressure and velocity field surveys. 

The development of separated flow regions with increasing  an^ 

gleof attack creates dramatic changes in spanwise flow leading to the 
formation of part-span vortices. Flow field surveys indicate that the 
part-span vortices ariginatc near the wing leading edge just above the 
viscouslayer, When thevortieesformoverthewing, themagnitudeof 
the freestream velocity component of the vortex cores is  greater than 
the freestream velocityitself, Theeoreveloeitiesdrop toless than the 
freestream level as the vortices move into thc wake. The rotational 
characteristics ofthe vortices seem to persist well into the wake. 
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Introduction 

The design of a wing for a modern transport airplane is ex- 
tremely complex. In order to guarantee superior cruise performance, 
the design engineer must finely tune features such as the  planform 
shape, airfoil shape, spanwisethieknessandeamberdistribution, and 
the wing-body nacelle integration. 

The incorporation ofthin airfoil sections and sweepbackinto the 
wing design process requires special care. When at incidence, thin 
airfoil sections possess large suction peaks that can result in leading 
edgeseparation. The turbulentboundarylayerat the rear of B swept- 
back wing has a predominantly spanwise outflow that can trigger 
boundary layer separation. Either of these types of flow separation 
canoecur atmoderate anglesofattackandmay create anappreciable 
lossinairfoil lift.1fthisloss inlift oceurssolely on theoutboardwing, 
the airplane will experience a n  undesirable increase in  noseup pitch- 
ing moment. 

Furthermore, both of the above types of separated flow may oc- 
cur on the same wing simultaneously, and often include the produc- 
tion of part-span vortex sheets. These vortex sheets have effects on 
the wing wake that are in addition to those of the ordinary trailing 
vortices. The occurrence of part-span vortex sheets can significantly 
affectthedownwashatthehorizontal tailas wellas theforcesandmo- 
mentsofthe wing. Kuchemann'swork (1953)*@vesagoodaccount of 
the behavior of part-span vortex sheets arising from these mixed 
flows on a sweptback wing 

The ability topredict airplane performance a t  moderate-ta-high 
incidenceanglesisofgreatimportance to thestabilityandeontrolen- 
gineer. The loss of lift, erratic changes in pitching moment, and the 
buffeting created a t  these incidence angles, are usually associated 
with thepresenceafseparatedflowregianslocatedsomewhereon the 
airplane. Therefore, the  prediction of the onset and subsequent 
growth of separated flow regions is  of considerable practical impar- 
knee.  

Theoretical modelling of three-dimensional flows over wings 
and bodies is still a developing technology The computational rou- 
tines currently in use generally predict flow field characteristics ae- 
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curately,aslongas theflowisattaehed. Novel boundarylayerandpo- 
tential  flow codes are capable of handling viscous and inviscid 
interactions very efficiently. Recently, Euler codes have been applied 
to three-dimensional flow analyses over wings; and results of thoso 
analyses have successfully predicted the developmont and prnpaga- 
tion ofwingtip and leading edge vortices. 

Computational models must bc developed and refined using tho 
most appropriate experimental data. The available experimental 
dataon large-aspect ratio, moderately-swepttransportwings athigh- 
incidence angles are limited in scope. For example, there is little en- 
perimental data detailing the role that  part-span vortex sheets play 
in the performance of transport aircraft. The work of Black ( 1 9 5 6 P  
on a sweptback wing verified the existence of part-span vortices and 
established their origin and propagative characteristics. However, 
the wing configuration that Black tested (leading edge sweep = 44 
deg, aspect iatio == 4.3) was not the type found on inodorn transport 
airplanes. 

Therefore, in view of the fact tha t  similar experimental data for 
typical transport airplane Configurations are extremely scarce, ex- 
perimental research was undertaken to obtain data far such eonflgu- 
rations. This paper highlights the results ofthe research. 

Model and Test Conditions 

Enperimonts were conducted in  the  5-by-8-ft low-speed, 
atmospherioentw, single-return tunnel of the  Roeing Wind Tunnel 
1,aboratories. The 0.091 scale model consisted a fa  wing, nacelle, haif 
hod% andhorizontal tail. The model was fitted to the sidewall (fig. I), 
andthemodel'sattitude waschanged bymeansoflinkageattached to 
the pitch Strut located outside the tunnel. Details of tho model's di- 
mensions are given in the following table: 

Wing Geometry 

Aspect ratio 8.85 

Span 50.78 in. 

MAC 12.34 

114 c sweep 25 deg 

Figure 1. Model Instailation 

All tests were conducted at a dynamic pressure of 50 Iblft2, eor- 
responding to a Reynolds number of 1.3 x IO6 based on MAC and a 
Mach number of about 0.2. 

Tostangleofattaekwasvariedfrom-4to24degwithhorinontal 
tail incidences ranging from 0 to -12 deg. Surface flow visualization, 
flaw field surveys using a five-tube probe, and wake-imaging system 
surveys were conducted a t  selected incidences, including pro- and 
post-stall angles ofattack. 

'hns i t ion  was ensured by using Carborundum gri t strips on the 
upper and lower surfaces of the wing. Epoxy resin dirks were used on 
the fan cowl and body to force transition. 

Methods and Techniques 

The model's forces and moments were measured with an exter- 
nal balance. Surface flow visualization tests were made employing 
floureseent oil flow techniques. 

e Wake Imaging System. Total pressure surveys were made over 
the upper surface of the wing and in the wing wake using the Wake 
Imaging System (WISI4. The WIS is  a fast and easily-used measure- 
ment device that can map the onset and growth of separated flow E- 

gians. Regions that are mapped are thoso with a total pressure coefli 
cient, C p ,  less than 1.0. 
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The mapping is performed with a total pressure probe, the o u t  
put of which is transduced to electrical energy that drives a multicol- 
ored light-emitting diode. The probe tip is specially made (Keil type) 
withan acceptanceangle of greaterthan40deg. The color ofthe d i d o  
is a function of the total pressure level registered by the probe. The 
diode is  mounted aft  of Lhe total pressure probe; the entire unit is  
mounted to a s tn i t  placed inside the wind tunnel (fig. 2). A camera 
mauntcdinsidethewind tunnelisused to takea  timccxposurephoto- 
graph of the probeldiode as i t  sweeps through the flow field. The re- 
sultingphotogaphs are then digitized to facilitate analysifi and pre- 
sentation of the data. 

Figure 2. Wake Imaging System Details 

Several WIS surveys wcre made a t  pre- and post-8tall angles of 
attaek.The loeationsafthesesurveyswithrespect to tho wind tunnel 
model are illustrated in figure 3. 

Figure 3. Survey Stations 



e Five-Tube Probe Survey Off-body vclacity and prcssurc surveys 
were performed using- a 0.25 in. dia five-tubc conical probe us shown 
in figure 4. This probe was used to mcasure the rotational character- 
inticsofthe three-dimensional vclacity fieldsoverthe wing andin tho 
wake. Calibrationdata for theprobeindicated thatpitch andyawan- 
glesofup to -r24degeauld b~,neasuredwithinanaceur.acyof ldeg.111 
view of the physical dimensions of the probe, the minimum initial 
height was restricted to 0.5 in. from the local surface ofthe wing. Tho 
probewasfixedtoust,utthatwasfixed to thetunnelmiling; thestrut  
had remote traversing capability horizontally and vcrtically in the  
plane perpendicular to the wind tunnel axis. The longitudinal posi- 
tionofthe probe wasset manually. Figure 3 (STA 1,2,  and31 shows the 
location of the survey situations made with the five-tube probe. 
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Figure 6. Pitching Moment 

Figure 4. Five 

Pa Pitch Angle , 0 

Side View 

-Tube Probe Details 

Results and Discussions 

Foxes and Moments 

Figure 5 shows the lift distribution for tail off-and-on configura- 
tions. l h e  maximum lift coeficiont for all the configuvations occurs 
between a body angle of attack of 12 to 13 deg. All configurations ex- 
hibit a gradual stall characteristic. 

2.0, 
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Figure 5. UH 

The longitudinal stability characteristics of the configuration 
aredisplayedinfigure 6.  Thc tail offpitching moment curve exhibits 
good linear characteristics up to 12 deg ofangle of attack (asb,,,). But 
tail on pitching moment curves show destabilizing trends boiow 12 
degfor thocaseofncrohoriruntaltail setting.Figure1showshowthe 
tail contribution to airplane pitching moment varies with the body 
angle afattaek for thecase ofzero horizontal-tail incidence. 

The trend in pitching moment bcyond 10 deg angle of attack is very 
important in the assessment of stahility margins and handling quali- 
ties. Two important factors are the cause of this phenomenon-the 

Figure 7. Tail Contribution to Pitching Moment, SFRL ~= 0 deg 

wing performance a t  high angles of altack and the associatcd down- 
wash field, and low-energy wake generated by the wing. The wing 
performanceat high angles ofattackwill bediscussedin thcnextsec- 
tion on flaw visualization. 

From thelift andpitchingmomentdata,averagedownwashandrel.?- 
tivetail efficienc).worecomputedandshowninfigure 8.Theaverage 
downwash field shows a generally linear trend in the range ofanglee 
ofattackof2 to 12degand becomes highlynonlinear athigher angles 
of attack. The tail efficiency begins to drop a t  about 12 dcg anglc of 
attack as the tail enters the low-enerby wake from the stalled wing. 
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Surface Flow Visualization 

The forcc data recorded at angles of attack of 10 deg and above 
are important in evaluating the stability and handling qualities of 
the ailpiane. Surface flow visualization provides a useful clue to un- 
derstanding the stall omet and poststall characteristics. 

The results of the fluorescent oil flaw testing performed a t  LO, 
I2,14,and 16degangleofattaekareshowninfigures9,10, 11,and 12, 
respectively The figures illustrate the development ofseparated flow 
over the wing's upper surface. 

Figure 9. Fluorescent Oil Flow a = 10 des 

Figure 10. Fluorescent Oil Fiow, a = 12 deg 

Figure 11. Fluorescent 011 Flow, a = 14 deg 

Figure 12. Fluorescent Oil Flow, a = 16deg 

At 10 deg angle ofattack (fig. 9), trailing edge separation mi@- 
nates outboard of the nacelle strut  and extends out to the wingtip. A 
separation line divides the attached flaw reLCon upstream of the line 
from the separated flow region downstream of the line. The fluores- 
cent oil flowsprimarily outboard in the  separatedflow region (oil flow 
directions are indicated by the white arrows in thc figuurc). ._*;::. 

Fibwlre 10 shows the upper surface flow conditions a t  12 deg an- 
gle of a t t x k  (aatall). ' f ie flow pattern has changed dramatically com- 
pared with tha t  in the previous figure. 'f ie flow from appraximateiy 
75% semispan outto the wingtip has separalcd a t  the leading edge. A 
sviral-shaped pattern has been ercated a t  the junction of the trailing 
edge separation line and the separated flow at the leading edge (75% 
Barnispan). Oilflowsintothisspirallingregion(1) from theseparated 
flow region, (2) outboard along the trailing edge separation line, and 
(3) inboard along the wing leading edge. 

Upper surface flow conditions forthepost-stall angle ofattaek of 
14 deg are shown in figure 11. The flaw pattems indicate that there 
are now three leading-edge (part-span) vortex systems present on the 
wing. The centem of the  systems are located at 1277, 5G%, and 85% 
semispan. 

The results ofthe oil flow a t  16 deg angle of attack are shown in 
figure 12. The centers of the three vortex systems have all moved in- 
board with the increase in angle of attack. The vortex system8 are now 
locatedat8%,35%,and55% semispan,Thevorte~systemsat8% and 
35% semispan are extensive. 

Total Pressure Survovs With WIS 

Analysis ofthe surface flow visualization and force data helped 
in thechoiceofteat conditions toeiirryout the total pressure s u ~ w y s .  
Longitudinalstationsweresetupaverthe wing,inthenearwakeand 
at the 0.25 MAC of the horizontal tail station (fig. 3). The WIS pro- 
vided a graphic picture of total pressure loss regions dominated by 
viscous separatedflowfields. The results arepresentedto i l l u s t r a t e  

j .. 

1. The development of total pressure loss regions in the near wake 
(STA 3, of fig. 3 )  with angle ofattack from the prc-stall u ~i 10 deg to 
post-stall a :; 16 deg (figs. 13 to 16) 

2. 
= 16 deg (fig. 17) 

3. l l ever t iea l  andhorizontal extent oftotalprevsurelossregionat 
the horizontal tail locatinn (figs. 18 to 23) 

Longitudinal developmcnt of the total pressure loss regions at (I! 

Surveys at Body Station 3: (figures 13 to 16). Near wake total 
pressure surveys a t  10 deg angle of attack (fig. 13) indicate three well- 
defined total pressure loss regions of CpT < 0.3, over the wing (one in- 
boardand twooutboard ofnacelle).Thepressuresignaluredueto the 
nacelle and strut  wake can also be seen. The surface flow visualiza- 
tion (fig. 9)indicatestrailingedgeseparationoutboardofthe nacelle. 
But the total pressure survey shows a substantial total presmre loss 
region extending from 86'0 semispan to about 10070. This is possibly 
due to strong gradients in the  spanwise flow, which progressively 
thickens the boundary layer outboard. Also, notice a well-defined 
trailing vortex core from the wingtip with substantial total pressure 
1oss.Atanangleofattackof 12deg(astall) ,  1heregionRoflotalpres- 
sure loss grow larger (fig. 14). The nacelle wake is now merged with 
the wing wake. The signature ofthe tip vortex core is larger. A t  post- 
stall angles of 14 and 16 deg, the total pressure maps indicate dra- 
maticgrowthoftotalpressurelossre@onsnllaerossthespan (figs. 15 
and 16). 
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Figure 13. Digitized Total Pressure Map, Station 3. n = 10 deg 
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Figure 14. Digitized Total Pressure Map, Sfaiion 3, a = 12 deg 
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Figure 15. Digitized Total Pressure Map, Station 3, CY = 14 deg 
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n 
J Figure 16. Digitized Total Pressure Map, Station 3, u = 16 deg 

Surveys a t  LY = 16 deg: (figure 17). The body attitude of 16 deg 
was selected from the examination of force and flow visualization 
data for further investigation. The tail on pitching moment curves 
(fig. 6) indicate a recovery from the first pitchup loop. Also thc flow 
visualization (fig. 12) indicates part-span vortex systems originating 
near thc wing leading edge. 

Total pressure surveys were made at several longitudinal sta- 
tions (fig. 171, but only three survey station maps are shown here for 
the purposes of the present discussion. Total pressure ~urveys  over 
the wingindicate considerable thickeningofthe viscous regions, par- 
ticularlyinboard ofthe nacelle. Station 1 indicates a veryshallow re- 
gion of total pressure loss outboard of thc nacelle. The nacelle strut  
acts as a boundary layer fence and prevents l a d  spanwise flow. The 
sffeet afthe nacelle stmt is noticeable a t  all survey stations. T h i s  iso- 
metric composite ofthe surveys presents a graphic pieturc ofthe pro- 
gressive thickening ofthe lowenergy regions over thc wing and into 
the wake. 

Figure 17. Development Toiai Pressure Field, LV = 16 deg 
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wake is  still isolated from the wingwake,due to the strong downwash 
fieldgeneratedby thewing,andhasmovedcloser to the tipofthehori- 
zontal tail. 

Post-stall total pressure maps (figs. 20 to 22) indiriitr massive 
total pressure loss, resultingfrom wing flow separation. Thc horizon- 
tal tail experiences a substantial dynamic pressure loss and rapid 
chances in downwash. Notice also that  the nacelle wakc inrrges with - 
the wing wake. As the angle of attack is increased, thc iiiicrlle wake 
migratcsfrom belowthe horizontal tail toabove the tailL'TheiiversCe . 
downwash a t  the tail (fig. 8) increases as the nacelle n a k r  approaches 
the tail and decreases who" tho nacelle wake moves a h o w  the tail. 

For an angle afattaek of 21 deg (fig. 231, thc cntiw wing wakc 
movesupandawayfromthehorizontal tail;anly theinhmirdI-egion of 
the horizontal tail is under the influence ofthe law energy wake. Fig- 
ure 8 shows that  the tail efiiciency is improving in this rrgion. 

Figure 18. TotalPressure Fieldat Horizonla1 Tail Stalion, , I  ~ 10 deg 

n 

0 C p r  . 0.3 @ 
0 0 3 - C p r  0 9  b 

Ffgure 19 Total Pressure Fieldat Horizontal Tail Station, ( r  12 deg 

o c p r  0 3  
~ 0 3 c C p r * 0 9  

Figure 20 &tal Pressure Field at Horizontal Tad Statm, , t  14 deg 

Y 0 Cpr . 0.3 

0 0.3 <' C p r  ,I 0.9 

Figure 21. Total Pressure Field a1 Horizontal Tail Sialion, ,, 16 deg 

O C p r -  0 3  

0 0 3 <  C p r c  0 9 

Fgure 22 Total Pressure Ffeld a1 Homonial Tar1 Slabon, u = 18 deg 

o c p r  0 3  
[ z l 0 3 <  C p r c  0 9 

Figure 23 Total Pressure Fjeld at Horizontal Tad Stalron, o. = 21 deg 

QcWm NOTE: The Legend In F i g u r e s  18-23 Should  Read o o 3 < c ~ c a s  

h 

Fivr~Tube Probe Measurements 

Figures 24 through 26 show the pitch and crossflow data ob- 
tained a t  survey stations 1 through 3, respectively The data, plotted 
in vector format, indicate the existence of several areas of rotational 
flow. At least four regions of rotational flow occur in the near-wake 'u 
ingi-egions,oneareaiseausedby thewingtipvortex (10Wh semispan) 
and m c  area is due to a vortex created by the nacelle (45% semispan!. 

Vorticity contours were calculated using the velocity data of fig- 
ures 24 through 26. The results ofthcse calculations are shown in fig- 
uic  27. Two part-span vortex systems form over the wing and propa- 
gate into the wakc. Vortex 1 in figure 26 appears to have i ts  origin a t  
lhi:wingleadingedge, however, theorigin ofVortox Zeannotbefound 
with thedata available here. Eachvortex system travclsslightly out- 
hwwd as i t  moves from the trailing cdgc into the wake. 

V 2 
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Figure 24. Pitch and Crossflow Velocity Vector Field, Station 1, 

n = 16 de9 
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Figure 25. Pitch and Crossflow Velociy Vector Field, Station 2, 
a = 1 6 d e g  

Longitudinal velocity contours calculated using the five-tube 
probe data are shown in figure 28. The longitudinal vclocity eompon~ 
ent data wcre normalized by the tunncl frcestrcam velocity. 

Figure 28. Longitudinal Velociy Field Contours, (2  = 16 deg 
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The locations ofthe core regions ofthe longitudinal vclocity eon- 
tours correspond to the locations of the centcrs of the vortices of the 
vort ic i typlotsoff ib~re21,  that is, thccorcsofthulangitudinal velac- 
ity contours arc thc cores of the part-span and wingtip vortices. 

\w\.mw 
V s ,, 

Pan-Span Mr tex  

Wing-TlpMrtex 
Over the wing, thc longitudinal velocity ofthe part-span vortcv 

coresisgreater than thc freestreamvelacity itsclf. I t  is interesting to 
note that the vcrtical location of the vortex core appears to hc just 
above the total pressure loss region (viscous layer). Obviously, the 
WIS did not detect the existence of part-span vortices. The figure 

velocity. However, as the part-span vortices move into the wake, the 
longitudinal velocities of the vortex cores drop hclow freestream ve- 
lacity. 

-__ --NacelleMrtex 
I= 

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 
n shows that the eorc of vortex 1 is up to 3oCh greater than freestream 

Figure 26, pitch and c.oss,low Ilelociy Vector 3, 
n = 16 deg 

Slam" 
5 1 ,  

Figure 27. vorticity Field, ,I = 16 deg 

The wingtip and nacelle vortices are also shown in figure 27. 
Note that the nacelle vortex is actually a system of two, counter- 
rotating vortices. The strongest vortex of the nacelle vortex system 
rotates clockwise as viewed in this figure. The wingtip vortex and the 
part-span vortices also rotate clockwise. This direction corresponds to 
the direction of thc  air circulating around the wing induced by the 
pressure difference between the wing's upper and lower surfaces. 

No significant vorticity was found in thc region between thc n a ~  
eelleand thesideofthehodyeitheroverthewingar inthenear wake. 

Conclusions 

form abavc the stalled wing of the transport configuration tested. 

Above the wing, the longitudinal velocities of thc cores of these 
vortices are greatcr than freestream. The longitudinal vclocities of 
the vortex cores drop to less than frecstrcain velocity in the wake. 

Tlreccntcrsofthevortic~lflawsridejustabove theviscous layer. 

Thereisa total pressurelossin thewakeassociated with thecre- 
ation and propagation of thc part-span wrticcs. Although the dy- 
namic pressure lass decreases with increasing longitudinal distance 
from the wing's trailing edgc, the complcx, swirling motion offlow 
ficld sfems to persist well into the wake. . The Wake Imaging System maps, particularly a t  thc horizontal 
tail stations, provide a graphic picture ofthe tutal pressure loss field, 
with increasing angle of attack. This is very useful in undcrstanding 
the performance of the horizontal tail due to complex wing-nncelle- 
body wake development and interaction. 

The Wake Imaging System, five-tube probe, and surface-flow vi- 
sualization techniques along with the farec, momcnt, and surface 
pressure measurements are all necessary tools to be used in gaining 
an understanding ofthesc complex, separated flow phenomena. 

Large vortical flows developing from part-span vortex sheets 
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